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The year started off with a ctte meeting on numerous matters; the residual funds from 

the Rockhopper club were passed to NE; a gov’t grant enabled the VOA to purchase a 

trailer for the Sportident equipment. We received another batch of merit badges; 13 

gold, 9 silver and 10 bronze. We had another equipment day. A copy from a DROC 

newsletter had an article re the Kepler Te Anau challenge 67km mountain run in NZ, 

portion above the tree line and often snowed ---  apparently a Janita Keating did it in 9 

hours 33;  Denise Pike on a previous occasion. The bush year started at Mt Franklin 

Gorge. Bill Johnson got around in 104 and did not think that was too bad until seeing 

that the median for the course was about 45 and the fastest was 29! Our new Mallen 

family attended, Peter, Liz, David, Hugh, Jesse. Next was Don’t Wake‘Em Gully, a 

hot Saturday in Daylesford. It was the Short O Champs, Bill Johnson’s time was 149, 

and winner took 33. Oddly, when finally finding 116, there were 4 runners there who 

declared it must be 119 and that the clue sheets were wrong – no, the two were close 

to one another. Easter was in NSW. The first two days were in West Inverary where 

there was a long drive across a farm, first on a good track, but then terrible “cars with 

low clearance to take it slowly” – a huge long line of vehicles snaked slowly along 

negotiating sharp bens and humps – suddenly NEV 1 crunched to a halt, on a rock. 

Helpers from following cars came and lifted car clear and then scooped out the rock, 

no sump damage. Courses were horrific – up/down, up/down and Bill Johnson’s 

Easter would have ended as DNF had not Pam Prime pinpointed his location way, 

way off course – to get to number 2 involved backtracking across innumerable deep 

creek tributaries that had their own fleas that in turn had more fleas. 104 minutes to 

get to 2, and 204 all told.  Next day was in the same place, with similar result, 180. 

The third day was at Gibraltar Rocks -- assembly was in a most delightful spot, could 

see for “miles”  though the track-in was extremely narrow and the toilets had to be 

lined up adjacent thereto – opening a door risked being struck by a vehicle. Over the 3 

days, Sue Healy won her class, Helen Edmonds and Dorothy Adrian were close 

seconds.  

 

NE’s first event was at Hepburn Diggings where Stuart Fell was course setter and 

started from just behind Frog Hollow. Gill King towed the toilets from Ballarat; Rob 

Edmonds returned them, to save $180, Courses 1-5 had a special insert on their maps 

at a scale of 1:7500 as ‘Beehive Gully’ was a tricky area. We were fortunate as next 

day was a Fire Ban one. There had been plenty of helpers; young Jesse Mallen aged 4 

did the string course 4 times. The street and park events were much as usual; one was 

organised by the new club, Melbourne Forest Racers in which our ex-Jackson family 

was involved. Marion Johnson was (again) the only participant to do all 43 nights of 

the Melway series, though Geoff Hudson and Peter Kempster did 42 plus some of the 

Silva series as well. Firsts were awarded to Johnson sisters, Rachel & Janet, Carmel 

Davidson, Lauris Stirling, Colin Steer and Glenn Hudson. We had another river 

cruise, this time upstream on the Maribyrnong – within 10km of the city parks. We 

could have been miles out in the bush between huge cliffs --- there were 19 of us; 

thanks Joyce Rowlands for arranging it.   

 

Mandurang – Bill was spooked by concrete lined aqueducts and opted not to go out 

and encounter two crossings – some jumped it, some waded through, and some 



detoured around. After the event Js visited Gill King in her now permanent country 

abode at Harcourt North. Next events were Two Kangaroos, Macedon, Kangaroo 

Crossing, Pilot East (combination of Pine Gap and Snake Head Ck). Then came our 

badge event at Whroo, good attendance of 180 --- thanks to the Mallen family for 

running the highly popular string course.  

 

The Winter Classic was at Butterfly Gully (merger of Jim Crow and Charlesford 

Diggings) – pine plantation country, soft pine needles underfoot but also lots of 

thinned branches making progress difficult. Then Christmas Hills and Canadian 

Forest.  There was a working bee at Erica’s re adapting our control stands to 

Sportident use – considerable discussion re gluing and rivetting, the better location of 

screw holes, quite complicated matter. Ian’s brother-in-law welded a lower foot bar to 

our stands inherited Nillumbik stands, sturdier ones than the original Emu. Paul & 

Dorothy Adrian each gave us a page re their recent experiences in Nepal – altitude 

sickness – being above the leech level  -- camping on permanent ice --- next six hours 

tramp, tramp, tramp with headlights gleaming --- right hand completely frozen and 

useless from holding the metal ice axe. 

 

Carmel Davidson and Js had taken it in turns to drive to ctte meetings at Nivens but 

when Carmel missed one because of a ‘bad back’ it tragically turned out to be due to 

cancer. Following surgery Carmel had radio therapy and chemotherapy to no avail. 

Shortly before her illness, Carmel and Ian had photographed some of Bill Johnson’s 

pincushion dahlias for the back cover of a UK dahlia magazine. There were many 

glowing tributes to  Carmel (‘cheerful, enthusiastic, ever helpful, ever caring’) and the 

church, St John’s Mitcham, was overflowing for she’d been integral to the parish, 

leading confirmation classes, and was involved in all manner of religious and civic 

functions including looking after successive dogs for the blind. Bill saw her the week 

before her death and was not aware whether she knew it was terminal (how does one 

ask?) but she was calm, almost serene and listening to her favourite classical music. 

She seemed to have a holy aura about her. Well, no more emails to “Caramel” as 

spellchecker would have it. Lenore has also suffered chemotherapy and her cancer is 

now in remission. 

 

The Maxi Score, with 170 attending at Mt Hickey, was a good day. For a long while 

we have made little or no profit, and sometimes losses, on running events but this 

time we came out about $900 to the good. Organiser was Rob Edmonds, course setter 

Geoff Hudson and family. At one stage, when planning in heavy fog Geoff had to 

have Schon sound the car horn to permit him to find his way back. He also spent 

many hours (300?) in programming Sportident for the score type event and enabled 

competitors to get a printout of the sequence of their courses in diagrammatic form. 

30 litres of tomato soup soon disappeared and was supplemented by packet soup 

(thanks again to Gurman’s hot water), lots of yummy cakes, and fruit.  

 

Another Sportident day was held, at Hudsons --- Ian Stirling had affixed the holders 

for the boxes at one end of aluminum plates; Sue indicated where holes were to be 

drilled (from Ian’s template), Bill Johnson punched the marks, Peter Mallen drilled 

the holes, Bill smoothed off the burrs, Geoff & Peter then rivetted the plates to the 

stands. Schon, Sue, Marion and Liz Mallen with Bill as gluer then placed white 

plastic cards on top; Peter & Ian rivetted through same while Schon with her 

experience of VOA, BK and YV stands instructed in the careful peeling and 



application of shiny black numbers. That was not the end, for next day it was found 

that the long edges of the cards were turning up and the glue used was not holding or 

was forming lumps. Marion & Bill then reglued as much as possible and held the 

cards down with strong elastic bands for a week.  

 

A bright Xmas in July at the Adrian residence -- what a marvellous big kitchen area – 

as usual thanks to Janet Fitzwater for the puddings, Kevin Maloney the ham, and for 

stalwart workers in Joyce Rowlands, Dorothy, Adrian and Gordon Clarke. Bill took 

the keyboard and played background music from time to time. 34 were present. As 

usual Joyce had her beans in a bottle contest; Bernie was closest to the correct 

number, 9006. After a minor event at Kurth Kiln there was the Inter-club challenge at 

Eppalock with a new format for club points, relays being worth double, and first year 

orienteers to be further doubled. BK were initially declared winners but with our 

Mallens earning double points and being in 4 separate teams, NE finally did win: 

again. 

 

Joyce and Peter Herd (ex-NE now BK) did a marvellous job in organising a Trivia 

night to raise funds for the Junior Squad ($948). Bill Johnson copped a broken rib 

after a fall, in a tram of all places, and was to miss a few events such as Mt 

Tarrengower, Bullengarook and Mt Beckworth. NE ran the Spring Fever Relay at 

Borhoney Ghurk, new concept whereby instead of most people standing around 

waiting with few out in the bush, this time most were out and few waiting. There were 

not many attending, and some found the concept exacting with having to run twice or 

three times – we’ve still got 700 maps which might never be used, as there are now 

many trailbike tracks in the area.   

 

Hazel & Garnet Edwards say sorry to leave orienteering, but Garnet’s had an ankle 

operation and will be out of action for a few months. Hazel went on to plug her latest 

books (Antarctic Winter on Ice” and “Fake ID” ) and to say that Kim  works for a 

lingerie company and is off to China whilst Trevelyan has a science degree and plays 

A grade hockey. NE had five members in the schools’ event in the Flinders Ranges; 

Rob & James Fell, Rachel & Alice Edmonds and David Hudson. The resulting 

friendships with other team members and orienteers from other States will do a lot to 

foster the long-term interest of all of these people in our sport (as said by Geoff.).   

 

This is Bill Johnson’s last newsletter – the 69th which follows on from previous Emu 

ones, a 12-year stint. It had been intended to trial this as an email issue since almost 

all members are net connected, but as there were a few technical things to be sorted 

out Geoff Hudson’s advice was sought. And from there we went to Geoff taking over 

the whole from the coming AGM. The AGM will again be at the Currawong Bush 

Park on Dec 1. As we pay $141 for the room, barbecue use and public liability 

insurance, a good turn-up is needed to make it worthwhile.  

 

Kate Edmonds won the Vin Maloney trophy and NE reclaimed the Rockhopper 

trophy. There was a page article from Don Fell re an improved basis for the Vin 

Maloney award, and a page from Janet Fell submitting that there should be a senior 

relay class – it does not present fitter seniors who wish to run longer relay courses 

from doing so, but provides a kinder option for those who are feeling a bit battered! 

Janet set out her proposals and suggested a special name for the seniors – The 

Supremes! The Night O was to be at Mt Franklin Gorge, and Mountain Bike events at 



Whroo (set by us for Derek) – Marion (who received the entries) and Bill were to stay 

at Rushworth and to be general helpers.   

 

The World Masters took up most of the newsletter, almost 4 pages. Early on, Bill had 

not been over interested, especially at $165 a pop; maybe the cost put a lot of people 

off, for Australian competitors were only 400 of the 1200. Then again, some may 

have thought it more important to be workers and helpers. First physical requirement 

was to go to the World Trade Centre and be accredited --- many counters, 

identification photos, handouts such as a little jar of vegemite. Presentation of the 

photo card at the Event centre in Bendigo quickly produced our bag of information 

and goodies; then there was a long procession through the Mall to an oval where there 

was unicycle riding, juggling, marching and the like with brightly colored ‘lions’ 

writhing and snaking throughout the grandstand accompanied by crashing cymbals 

and drums. Then competitive fire teams attacking a pretend fire, speeches, more 

speeches and more.  

 

Qualifying Event 1 was at Glenluce South only 8km from Johnsons’ cottage; parking 

in a large open paddock from which a steep descent went down to a creek – well, it 

started as a rivulet, then a little creek but very quickly became erosion gully big 

enough to swallow an aircraft carrier with finger gullies branching off around the 

assembly area. A road had to be bulldozed in and apparently, in error, the operator 

also bulldozed portion of private property planned for the original assembly – the 

owner then called it off and the organisers were forced, in the last 3 weeks, to the 

change the ends of the courses and reprint all the maps. (Some 3,000 maps in their 

plastic sleeves found their way to Bill Johnson and were held for five years in the 

hope of some kind of use but were eventually jettisoned in the hard rubbish).  

 

Bill Johnson noticed a few people smoking; a great rarity; indeed, they turned out to 

be the First Aid people! All competitors had their age category as the first two 

numbers on their bibs (Bill Johnson was 70114) and was last of M70 in 140. The 

second Qualifying Event was at Glenluce North, but the same assembly area. What a 

huge, cliff walk to the start, bordering the Loddon River! It was virtually dry but over 

vast eons of time must have carved out gorge-like country. Bill dithered on 1, was 

puffed climbing to 2, horrified at going in thick scrub for 3 – then delighted in sylvan 

surrounds to 4, then a steep slog to 5 – the passing Tom Norwood said he’d leave a 

butter menthol there for me. Sat on a rock and munched BM wondering how to get to 

6. Did not do any good, stumbled around for ages finally fluking it, and then 7. Next 

was a problem but three foreign women were looking for 54 rather than my 74. They 

had seen 74 and I had seen 54, so by hand gestures and much pointing we sorted 

ourselves out. Controls 9, 10, 11 were OK – home in 162 (time limit was set at 180) 

and actually beat somebody – the food queue was not as long so I had hamburger and 

onions!  

 

On the Free Day we called on Janet & Arthur Thurlow. A month earlier Janet had 

suffered a detached retina and had eye surgery rendering her off the road for a while. 

She and Gill King went in the Thurlow campervan to SA events in the Flinders 

Ranges, but Janet did not drive or participate; Arthur went into respite care for the 

period. We also called into a book bazaar with stacks of very old music – back to 

1880 or so – sad reading such as “For Eliza on her 12th birthday, 1906”. 

 



The Final was at Kooyoora, 89km from Johnson’s cottage via Maldon, Newbridge 

(where there is a new bridge but little else), Llanley, Rheola. A long walk, 2km, from 

assembly – lots of colorful O suits, foreign tongues and the strident “Hi, I’m Bob 

from Seattle”. Number 1 was between two smaller boulders hidden in greenery --- 

Bill got there well but just couldn’t see them – nor did four others who came along at 

4 minute intervals; one was Keith Holmes who was to take 46 minutes and then give 

up.  Found it in 35 but it took just as long to find 2. Wally Cavill assisted with 3–7 in 

dense scrub but then he disappeared (shown as mispunched). It was arduous to 8, a 

killer in dead scrub to shallow gully 9 – had to relocate from a distant fence corner. 

10, 11, 12 OK but forgot to punch 13 in the finish chute – was DNFd but would have 

anyway as time had expired, 216 minutes. There had been a tremendous amount of 

effort into these events and much has probably been written but the Js scarcely sighted 

other NEs, did not attend the Presentation night or other functions --- no idea of the 

financial aspect.  

 

The next day was the Vic Champs at Kooyoora with 800 entrants: with different chest 

numbers. Bill DNFd, so did Max. It was quite warm in the sun and the Scandinavian 

types stripped off.  Marion and I stayed on a while to help retrieve the NE stands that 

had been used for the Masters (several clubs combined), collected others held at 

Mandy Hennessy’s in Woodend; all accounted for. Although somewhat controversial, 

the VOA decided to dispose of the maps by auction with clubs that had a previous 

interest in the area being given the final bid. Nillumbik bid on two Maps, Glenluce 

North at $2501 and a Kooyoora one at $5100 – we scored the former.  
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